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ARTIFICIAL REEF DATACENTER
CLAIM OF PRIORITY
[0001] This application claims the benefit of U . S . Provi

sional Patent Application Ser. No . 62 /286 ,964, entitled
“ Artificial Reef Datacenter” and filed on Jan . 25, 2016 , U . S .
Provisional Patent Application Ser. No. 62 /286 , 961, entitled
“ Intrusion Detection for Submerged Datacenters ” and filed
on Jan . 25 , 2016 , U . S . patent application Ser. No . 14 / 752,

669, entitled “ Underwater Container Cooling Via Integrated
Heat Exchanger ” and filed on Jun . 26 , 2015 , and U . S . patent
application Ser. No . 14 /752,676 , entitled “ Underwater Con
tainer Cooling Via External Heat Exchanger ” and filed on
Jun . 26 , 2015 , all of which are incorporated herein by
reference in their entirety for all intents and purposes.
SUMMARY
[0002] Examples of the disclosure provide for an appara
tus for promoting marine life . The apparatus includes a

datacenter implemented in a body of water and coupled to a

network , a pressure vessel that houses the datacenter, and
one or more components coupled to the pressure vessel that
sustain a surrounding ecosystem .
[0003] This Summary is provided to introduce a selection
of concepts in a simplified form that are further described

below in the Detailed Description . This Summary is not
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tional environmental concerns , such as corrosion and the
introduction of pollutants into the marine environment.
[0013] In addition , these repurposed objects often provide
a less than ideal environment for growth of reef inhabitants ,

or may promote some reef life more than others leading to
an imbalance in the reef ecosystem . For example , oil rigs
often emit heat providing a very warm surface, which may

inhibit or otherwise challenge growth for some types of reef
life .

[0014] Examples of the disclosure provide for an artificial

reef datacenter. A datacenter configured for operation while

submerged in water is designed to incorporate structural

components and other features that actively promote marine
life and attract growth of reef inhabitants . As used herein ,

active promotion of life may include , without limitation ,
active behaviors of the datacenter, such as providing warmth
or dispersing nutrients in a surrounding environment, for

example . Additionally , active promotion of life may include ,
without limitation , datacenter design and structural deci
sions, which lead to an inviting structure or components for
colonization of marine life , for example . Because the arti

ficial reef datacenter emits little to no heat differential in the
surrounding environment, natural growth of diverse reef life
is provided . Further, diverse and rapid growth of reef

inhabitants is actively promoted due to the structural stabil

ity and environmental conditions provided by the datacenter.
[0015 ] Referring to the figures , examples of the disclosure
are generally directed towards providing and/ or deploying a

intended to identify key features or essential features of the
in determining the scope of the claimed subject matter.

aged computing resources and related support systems) as an

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

artificial reef that is designed to be submerged , for example
on the ocean floor or the floor of any similar deep body of

[0004 ] FIG . 1 is an exemplary block diagram illustrating

water , such as a lake , river, flooded former quarry and so on .

claimed subject matter, nor is it intended to be used as an aid

a submerged datacenter resting on the floor of a body of
water.

10005 ) FIG . 2 is an exemplary block diagram illustrating
a submerged datacenter anchored to the floor of a body of

water.

datacenter (generally a facility comprising centrally man

The datacenter may be deployed relatively close to current
and potential customers , and positioned in a way to take
advantage of sustainable power that is also environmentally
friendly , and take advantage of the massive heat sink pro

vided by the water. By positioning the datacenter in deep

[ 0006 ] FIG . 3 is an exemplary block diagram illustrating
an artificial reef environment.
[ 0007 ] FIG . 4 is an exemplary block diagram illustrating

water , such as anchoring it or sinking it to the ocean floor,
the risks of umbilical detachment or damage to the datacen

an artificial reef datacenter.
(0008 ] FIG . 5 is an exemplary flow chart illustrating

and marine life growth is promoted .

operation to configure and deploy the artificial reef datacen
ter.
[ 0009 ] FIG . 6 is an exemplary flow chart illustrating

ter by external forces are significantly reduced . By providing

the datacenter as an artificial reef, marine life is enhanced
[0016 ] It should be understood that any of the examples

herein are non - limiting . For example , ocean -submerged

datacenters are exemplified , as is the concept of positioning

operation to access and remove a portion of the artificial reef
datacenter .

datacenters on the ocean floor, such as by sinking them .
However, bodies of water other than the ocean provide
similar benefits, and anchoring rather than sinking may be

a submerged datacenter environment in which one or more

aspects of various examples described herein may be imple
mented.
[0011] Corresponding reference characters indicate corre
sponding parts throughout the drawings .

desired location . As used herein , " floor ” refers to the bottom
of any body of water, e .g ., the ocean floor, a riverbed ,
seabed , lake bottom and so on . As such , aspects of the
disclosure are not limited to any particular embodiments ,

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
[0012 ] Environmental concerns for the erosion of beaches,
diminishing marine life, loss of active reefs, and other
impacts have led to the installations of artificial reefs in

described herein . Rather, any of the embodiments , aspects ,

[0010 ] FIG . 7 is an exemplary block diagram illustrating

some areas. Often , artificial reefs are built using objects
originally made for another purpose , and repurposed into an
artificial reef, such as oil rigs or decommissioned vehicles.

However , these repurposed objects often introduce addi

used , such as if the ocean floor is too uneven at an otherwise

aspects , concepts, structures , functionalities or examples

concepts, structures, functionalities or examples described
herein are non -limiting , and the present disclosure may be
used in various ways that provide benefits and advantages in

datacenters and computing in general.
[0017 ] Aspects of the disclosure provide for a rich envi

ronment for marine life , by implementing an artificial reef

datacenter designed for both computation and /or data stor

age , as well as growth ofmarine life. By providing structural
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elements and other components of the datacenter adapted to

actively promote marine life , the artificial reef datacenter
benefits both the local marine life and the local network

usage needs on land or elsewhere .

[0018 ] As generally represented in the example imple

mentation of FIG . 1 , a number of ( e. g ., modular ) datacenter

modules 102( 1)- 102(8 ) may be submerged to rest on the

floor of any body of water. Modularity is not necessary,

however modularity has some advantages , including being
able to size a datacenter to different populations via using an
appropriate number of modules, replacement at the end of a
module lifecycle, portability , security (e.g .,modules can be
divided into public modules or private modules , with no
communication between them , and so on . ) Further , modu

larity allows for ease of manufacturing and may speed up
datacenter deployment while lowering the prices .
[0019]. With respect to deployment, a datacenter module

may be towed or otherwise conveyed to its desired location ,
coupled to cabling and any other datacenter modules, and

sank in any number of ways, such as by attaching weight,
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cannot get in each other 's way during deployment. Further,
at least some of the communication signals may be trans
mitted /received through the power cable .
[0023 ] FIG . 3 depicts an artificial reef environment 300.
Artificial reef 302 may be deployed underwater to attract,
promote , enhance , and/or otherwise enrich marine life 304,
and the underwater environment. Artificial reef 302 may
include pressure vessel 306 , which may house datacenter
308 and cooling components 310 . Data center 308 is imple

mented in a body of water as an artificial reef. In some
examples, pressure vessel 306 may be a removable portion
of artificial reef 302 , and datacenter 308 may be imple

mented across multiple pressure vessels, such that removal
of one pressure vessel is not removal of the entire datacenter,
but rather a portion of the datacenter. In other words,
datacenter 308 may be implemented across a plurality of
datacenter units, such as across multiple pressure vessels, to

provide a plurality of datacenter units configured as an
artificial reef to be implemented in a body of water .

10024 ] Artificial reef 302 may include structural compo

adding water to a ballast tank , and so forth . In the event that

nents 312 , which may be adapted to provide for the reef

weightmay be removed to allow the datacenter to float. Note

structure and active support of reef growth and marine life.
For example, structural components 312 may include treated

machinery may be used to remove the weight or attach a
pipe to pump air in and the water out of the ballast tank . In
other examples , inflatable components may be affixed to or
around the datacenter or portions of the datacenter, and

trellises 320, rods 322 , ramps 324 , frame components 326 ,
clamshell structure 328, crevices 330 , cooling structures
332 , and /or any other suitable components or structures
adapted to promote reef life. Artificial reef 302 may also

the datacenter module may need service or replacement, the

that at depths below conventional human diving capability,

inflated when the datacenter or portions of the datacenter are
to be accessed . Similarly, any components that are more
likely to need servicing, such as those with moving parts like
pumps , may benefit from redundancy and/ or be designed to
be detachable or removable .

[0020 ] FIG . 2 shows an alternative implementation , in
which datacenter modules 202 ( 1 )- 202 (8 ) are slightly buoy

surfaces 312 , vertical structures 314 , cables 316 , hoses 318 ,

include acoustic minimization components 334 and plurality

of sensors 336 . Artificial reef 302 may be in communication

with or otherwise coupled to network 338 , in this example .
Network 338 may be a local network , in some examples ,
supported by datacenter 308 .

[0025 ] The external surfaces and structures of the data

center may actively promote the colonization of the data
center by marine life , sustaining or enriching the surround

ant on their own , but via anchoring are anchored to the floor
in a desired orientation and pattern , e. g., level and evenly
distributed in a line or arrayed pattern . As can be readily

ing ecosystem . For example ,because some external surfaces

appreciated , anchoring facilitates deployment of datacenters

these surfaces may have a temperature that is at most a

to floors with irregular terrain . Note that the depths may be

pre -mapped so that the anchor chains or the like may be

designed with a suitable length to keep the datacenters at a

desired orientation . In general, a submerged datacenter may
be securely anchored (by its own weight as in FIG . 1 or by

heavy attached weight as in FIG . 2) to avoid shifting

of the datacenter have minimal heat transfer or exchange ,

couple of degrees (Celsius ) different than surrounding envi

ronmental temperatures, which may promote growth rather

than slow or inhibit growth as very warm surfaces have been

shown to do . Additionally , means of promoting the presence

ofmarine life and utilization of the data center as an artificial
reef may include vertical or other surfaces to seed plankton

position and detaching from any (electrical and fiber inter
net) service cabling. In other examples , the anchoring sys

and other marine life that benefits from nutrient -rich upwell

tem itself may be another artificial reef

promote the adhesion of microscopic life , such as algae and
bacteria , both of which attract next stage predators on the
food chain . It has been observed that in some instances a
new artificial reef can be detrimental to existing natural or
artificial reefs by , for example, selectively attracting a subset

[ 0021] As is understood , the depiction of eightmodules in

FIGS. 1 and 2 is an arbitrary number merely for purposes of
illustration . For example , a single datacenter may be sub

merged , (which may not be modular ), up to any practical
number.
[0022] Cabling is not shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 , but as is
understood , a power source and data communication con

nections, such as fiber optics, may be coupled to each

datacenter module . Moreover, any or all of the datacenter

modules , e. g., 102 ( 1)- 102 (8 ) or 202 ( 1)- 202 (8 ), may be
coupled to one another for highly efficient internal commu

ings or use of appropriately roughened or treated surfaces to

of nearby species in such a way that the surrounding

ecosystem on or near an existing reef is impacted even as the

new reef thrives. Datacenters may be specifically tailored for
the surrounding ecosystem to ensure the health of both the

preexisting surrounding ecosystem and its extension to the

datacenter by thoughtful design and planning , in order to
avoid selective migration of local species to the datacenter

nication including by any wired or wireless connections . In

that may negatively impact the surrounding ecosystem .

the event that power is coming from land, the cabling may

[0026 ] Structural components, such as holes and crevices,
provide for marine life seeking such protective habits,

be arranged such that a single jacket surrounds both the
power cable and fiber optic communication cabling ,
whereby only one reel may be used , and the different cables

including , without limitation , grouper, eel, and snapper, for

example . Electro -mineral accretion applied to metallic exte
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rior surfaces of the datacenter may promote the crystalliza

tion of limestone on the surfaces of the datacenter, to which

coral planulae attach and grow . Cables, rods, hoses , or ramps

enable non -swimming marine life to climb or otherwise

traverse the datacenter. Structures such as exterior trellises
serve as or enhance the artificial reef. Various structural

may also be incorporated into the datacenter explicitly to

components may be coupled together to form the artificial
reef, such as by screws, etching, bolts , clamps , or otherwise

attached or affixed in order to provide the artificial reef
structure .

[ 0027 ] At least some portion of the surface structures may
maintaining the reef present on those structures that remain
be removable on a temporary or permanent basis while

in the water when the datacenter is retrieved for maintenance

or retirement to reduce the impact on the ecosystem of said

maintenance or retirement.
10028 ] The datacenter may be encased in a shell , such as

a clamshell configuration . In this example, any cooling

surfaces of the datacenter which are in direct contact with
open ocean water may maintain exposure to open ocean
water while other surfaces are implemented within the shell .

When the datacenter is retrieved for maintenance or retire
ment, the datacenter is removed from its casing, or shell, and
the casing remains behind in the ocean . In this example , the

datacenter itself stays largely unaffected by the growth of
marine life , but is surrounded by or embedded within
structure or structures that serve as the permanent artificial

reef. In this way, minimum disruption to the ecosystem is

provided when a datacenter is retrieved for service or

replacement because the growing reef remains in the water.
10029 ] At least a portion of the cooling surfaces or struc
tures of the artificial reef are configured or otherwise treated

to prevent, or at least impede , the colonization of these
cooling surfaces by marine life . Colonization of cooling

surfaces , such as external heat exchangers may reduce the
ability to cool the datacenter as required for operation . Some

examples of preventing or impeding colonization on these
specific surfaces may include : anti - stick coatings such as
highly hydrated zwitterions, those which create hydrophobic

surfaces , or the emerging class of biomimetic coatings

which prevent microorganisms from attaching to surfaces ,

or only allows them to attach weakly , allowing natural water
current to carry away any adhering organisms before a

significant biofilm is formed . Additionally, physical brush

ing of cooling surfaces using a wire brush or similar instru
ment; bathing cooling surfaces in UV light provided by
LEDs to prevent the growth of microorganisms; LEDs
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used , as well as chlorine -based anti -fouling systems that
dispense chlorine to attack biofouling. Other methods may
include copper- containing cooling surfaces or copper- con
taining anti -fouling coatings or biocide -based anti -fouling
coatings applied to the cooling surfaces.
(0030 ) Acoustic minimization components 334 are
designed to minimize the introduction of acoustic energy

into the surrounding water for the protection of mammals

and other sensitive marine life . Acoustic minimization com

ponents may include active noise cancellation systems,
either internal or external, or both , to the data center housing

or vessel, in some examples . For example , through the use
of anti- vibration mounts with mechanical components such

as pumps , fans ,motors , and rotational disk drives to isolate
them from the external structure of the pressure vessel. In

other examples , dynamic vibration absorbers or tuned mass

dampeners with rotational mechanical components such as

fans, pumps, motors, and rotational disk drives to cancel or
reduce harmonic vibration . Still , other examples include the
use of acoustic foam applied inside the data center modules
on the exterior walls which interface to the ocean . Acoustic
foam serves to attenuate airborne sound waves, reducing the
amplitude of the sound waves before they reach the exterior
walls .

[0031 ] Some other examples of acoustic minimization

components include design or selection of data center struc
tural components and exterior walls which exhibit minimal

resonance when stimulated by the vibration of mechanical

components within the data center, whether resonant energy

is imparted by physical connection (e . g ., motor to frame to

exterior wall) or via conduction of sound waves through the
internal atmosphere of the data center . Additionally , choice

of operating frequencies of mechanical components to
spread the resonant energy across multiple frequencies to
limit the energy imparted to any particular frequency, or

more specifically to minimizing acoustic energy emissions
at frequencies to which marine life is sensitive may be used .

[0032 ] Plurality of sensors 336 may allow monitoring the

health of the reef in real time and over long periods of time.
The output of, or control over, these sensors may optionally
be made available to the data center owner, data center
customers , or the general public via network 338 commu
nicatively coupled to the artificial reef datacenter . For

example : cameras, including high resolution color cameras,
to directly observe the environment . Cameras may include

their own sources of illumination. Other sensors may
include sensors to detect and /or monitor water salinity,

current, temperature, pH , oxygen content, turbidity , electri

cal conductivity , and acoustic emanations.
[0033] FIG . 4 depicts one example implementation of an

spaced at regular intervals across the surface of each cooling
surface, or on a separate panel facing a cooling surface ( like
lights in a sports stadium ) to keep the entire cooling surfaced
bathed in UV light; a water jet applied to the cooling

artificial reef datacenter . Artificial reef datacenter 400

surfaces, which may be built into the datacenter or provided
by divers or by an ROV (remotely operated vehicle ) from

one implementation of an encasement surrounding a remov

the surface or attached to the datacenter; ultrasonic trans
ducers placed within external heat exchangers focusing

configured to allow access to the removable portion of the

energy at the external surfaces of such heat exchangers or

alternatively ultrasonic transducers placed within the data
center and focused at the external surfaces of the datacenter

where such datacenter ' s external walls contain integrated
heat exchanger. The ultrasonic energy kills or denatures the

first stage biofouling organisms forming on the external
surface . The use of electric current, electro hydrolyzing, or

very brief plasma charges to kill biofouling may also be

includes clamshell 402, access point 404 , and pressure
vessel 406 . Clamshell 402 may be an illustrative example of
able portion of the datacenter, where the encasement is

datacenter as the artificial reef is maintained .
[0034 ] Pressure vessel 406 may house datacenter 408 and
heat transfer subsystem 410 . In some examples, pressure
vessel 406 may be a removable portion of artificial reef
datacenter 400 , and datacenter 408 may be an illustrative
example of a portion of a datacenter implemented across
multiple pressure vessels of an artificial reef datacenter, such
that removal of one pressure vessel is not removal of the
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entire artificial reef datacenter, but rather a portion of the
datacenter. In some examples, a plurality of encasements,
such as clamshell 402 ,may individually house one or more
of the plurality of datacenter units that make up an artificial
reef datacenter.
[0035 ] Datacenter 408 may include servers and /or storage
networks of artificial reef datacenter 400 . Heat transfer
subsystem 410 transfers heat away from datacenter 408 to
the surrounding air within pressure vessel 406 and /or for use
in power generation . Heat transfer subsystem 410 may
include, without limitation , coils , radiators, fluid pumps ,

fans, or any other suitable component. The hot air coming
from the servers of datacenter 408 is received by heat
exchangers of heat transfer subsystem 410 and absorbed

away from datacenter 408 , with heat transfer subsystem 410

emitting cool air in return towards datacenter 408. This heat
exchange may be achieved via liquid flowing through heat
exchangers of heat transfer subsystem 410 , in some
examples , with the liquid absorbing the heat and emitting

cool air . The liquid may be circulated in a sealed , closed loop
heat exchange within heat transfer subsystem 310 , in these

examples . Because the heat exchange is provided as a sealed
cooling loop within pressure vessel 406 , there is no issue

with debris or other matter that may otherwise impact the

cooling function of heat transfer subsystem 410 being intro
duced into the cooling loop .
[0036 ] Heat transfer subsystem 410 may also have a
second loop , or second subset of heat exchangers, which
may take the heat absorbed from the first loop into the

surrounding air or liquid and transfer that heat away from the

pressure vessel 406 to the surrounding environment outside
of pressure vessel 406 , such as the sea water for example .
This second heat exchange may transfer heat away from the

environment of the pressure vessel housing the datacenter
and into the surrounding environment, which may be with

out the encasement 402 in some examples, or may be outside

of the encasement 402 in other examples .

[0037 ] Datacenter 408 may be housed within pressure
vessel 406 implemented within clamshell 402 and accessible

via access point 404 . Heat transfer subsystem 410 may be
partially implemented within pressure vessel 406 and par
tially implemented outside of pressure vessel 406 , such as
with a first subset of heat exchangers implemented within

configured to actively promote adhesion of microscopic life
to the first structural component.
100391. At 504 a second surface treatment is applied to a
second structural component of the artificial reef datacenter.
The second surface treatmentmay be any suitable adaptation
of a component of the datacenter in order to actively
promote reef life . The second surface treatment may be

configured to actively promote colonization of reef life
adjacent to the second structural component or at the second
structural component. Various individual components of the
artificial reef datacenter may be individually treated to

promote different variations of reef life or to actively pro

mote different degrees of growth , in some examples .
[0040 ] A third surface treatment is applied to a cooling

component of the datacenter at 506 . The third surface
treatment may be configured to impede growth of micro
scopic life or colonization by reef life to the cooling com

ponent of the datacenter, in order to mitigate any impact on

cooling and heat exchange for the datacenter. Upon appro
priate treatment and adaptation of the structural components ,

the artificial reef datacenter is deployed into a body of water
at 508 . The datacenter may be secured to a floor of the body
of water, such as an ocean floor in some examples , by

anchoring or otherwise affixing the datacenter to the floor in

such a way as to minimize movement or shifting and support
active growth of reef life for the surrounding ecosystem .
10041 ] FIG . 6 depicts operations to access and remove a
portion of an artificial reef datacenter. A datacenter, such as

datacenter 408 in FIG . 4 , is encased in a removable portion
of an artificial reef datacenter within a permanent artificial
reef structure at 602. The removable portion of the artificial

reef datacenter may be a pressure vessel, such as pressure

vessel 406 in FIG . 4 , for example . The permanent artificial

reef structure may be an encasement, such as encasement

402 in FIG . 4 , for example . The permanent artificial reef

structure may be secured to a floor of the body of water upon

deployment, for example .

[0042 ] The removable portion of the artificial reef data

center is accessed via an access port of the permanent
artificial reef structure at 604 . Access may be for mainte
nance, replacement, or removal or one or more components
of the datacenter, for example . The access portmay allow for

minimal disruption to any reef life maintained by the per

the pressure vessel and a second subset of heat exchangers

manent artificial reef structure, such that access to or
removal of the removable portion is achieved while main

implemented outside of the pressure vessel . Hinge 412 may

taining the artificial reef

operate to allow minimal movement of clamshell 402 to
provide for removal of pressure vessel 406 via access point

port as the permanent artificial reef structure is maintained

ecosystem and reef life associated with artificial reef data

encasement, the clamshell encasement may be moveably
operated to open in such a way as to provide access via the

404 , in some examples . By allowing minimal movement
during interaction with access point 404 , the surrounding

center 400 is maintained while still providing access to or
removal of datacenter 408 . Pressure vessel 406 may be
temporarily removed from artificial reef datacenter 400 for

maintenance or service , in some examples , or in order to

repair or replace one or more components of datacenter 408,
for example .

[0038 ] FIG . 5 depicts operations to apply a first surface

treatment to a first structural component of an artificial reef
datacenter at 502 . The first surface treatment may be any
suitable adaptation of a componentof the datacenter in order

to actively promote reef life. For example, the treatment may
be an electro -mineral accretion , or an abrasive treatment or
etching to roughen the surface. The first treatment may be

[0043] The removable portion is removed via the access

at 606 , with the process terminating thereafter . In some
examples, such as with the clamshell configuration of the
access port while maintaining any reef life provided by or

sustained by the clamshell encasement.

Additional Examples
[0044 ] Among other advantages of submerged datacen
ters , a large percentage of the world ' s population lives near
the ocean or other relatively deep body of water, whereby
submerging the datacenter provides close positioning of the

datacenters to users, e .g ., customers and/ or a private enter
prise 's employees . Further, unlike floating datacenters ,
advantages are obtained from being below the water surface ,

particularly at a relatively deep depth . For example , floating
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the pressure vessel as an artificial reef, sustained by the

datacenters are exposed to a variety of risks that can cause

loss of power and service connections, including being

one or more components , is maintained ;

prone to weather ( ocean storms, wind , waves, floating

10057 ] one or more cooling components coupled to at

cause normal ocean swell (which stress the connections to
electrical power and the fiber internet backbone ), accidents

least one of the datacenter or the pressure vessel;
[0058 ] wherein at least a portion of the one or more
cooling components impede colonization of marine life

objects , electrical strikes ), tidal and ocean currents that

from commercial shipping, fishing and pleasure boat traffic ,

being easy to spot from the air or ocean surface and thus

easier to target and /or board , increasing the risk of piracy,
[0045 ] Still other advantages include that for privacy and

vandalism , sabotage or espionage .

security concerns, some governments specify that their
cloud services data be stored in their own country . Serving

on the said portion of the one or more cooling com
ponents;
[0059 ] one or more acoustic energy minimization com
ponents;
[0060 ] wherein the one or more acoustic energy mini
mization components include anti -vibration mounts
implemented in association with mechanical compo

thus not always an option . At other times it may be advan

nents of the datacenter to isolate an impact of the
mechanical components from the external structure of

[0046 ] Any number of ways to provide power to a sub
merged datacenter may be used , including running power

[ 0061] wherein the one or more acoustic energy mini

multiple countries from a Regional “Mega -Datacenter " is

tageous to deploy a datacenter in international waters .

from conventional land - based sources . However, there are
also opportunities to use power sources deployed in water,
including ocean - based power sources such as power gener
ated from tidal or ocean currents ; in general, it reduces cost

to generate power near its usage .

the apparatus;

mization components include at least one of dynamic

vibration absorbers , tuned mass dampeners, or acoustic
foam ;

[ 0062 ] one or more sensors coupled to the network and
configured to monitor health of the surrounding eco
system ;

[0047 ] While the aspects of the disclosure have been
described in termsof various examples with their associated

[0063] wherein the encasement is moveably operated to

examples is also within scope of the aspects of the disclo
sure . Additionally, one skilled in the art will appreciate that
the various embodiments and methods described herein can
be implemented in connection with any number of hardware

10065 ] encasing a removable portion of the datacenter
within a permanent structure;
10066 ] securing the permanent structure to a floor of the

operations , a person skilled in the art would appreciate that
a combination of operations from any number of different

devices and/ or components , which can be deployed as part

of a datacenter or other computing environment, and can be
connected to any kind of data store or stores . Thus , the
technology is not limited to a datacenter in the conventional

sense , but may be used in any situation where computing
power is needed near a certain location and underwater life

provide access to the datacenter via an access point;

10064 ] one or more surfaces adapted to actively pro

mote the colonization of the artificial reef by reef life ;
body of water upon deploying the datacenter;

[ 0067] accessing the removable portion via an access
port of the permanent structure ;
[ 0068 ] removing the removable portion via the access

port as the permanent structure is maintained at the

floor of the body of water.
[0069] While the aspects of the disclosure have been

is a consideration .
10048 ] Alternatively , or in addition to the other examples

described in terms of various examples with their associated
operations , a person skilled in the art would appreciate that

described herein , examples include any combination of the

examples is also within scope of the aspects of the disclo

following:

a combination of operations from any number of different

[0049 ] one or more components are treated to actively

sure .

promote adhesion of microscopic life;
[0050 ] wherein the one or more surfaces include verti

Exemplary Operating Environment

cal or other surfaces that seed plankton and other

marine life that benefits from nutrient-rich upwellings;

[0070] FIG . 7 shows an example submerged datacenter
7000 (or one datacenter module ) that is exemplified as

reef life;
[0052 ] one or more components configured to sustain a

having a tree - like topology . A plurality of racks 70027 -7002n
each have servers , which communicate through a top of rack
switch 7004 ,- 7004m . The servers may include storage , or at
least part of the storage may be separately located . A typical

[0053] wherein the one or more components include
holes or crevices that provide protective structures for

ingly powerful links and switches going up the tree. Note
that datacenters are not limited to tree - like topologies , but

[0051 ] wherein the one or more components include

roughened surfaces that promote the colonization of

surrounding ecosystem ;

at least some marine life ;
[0054 ] wherein the one or more components include at
least one of cables, rods , hoses, or ramps that enable

non - swimming marine life to climb or otherwise tra

verse the datacenter;
[0055 ) wherein the pressure vessel is removable , and
wherein the one or more components coupled to the

pressure vessel are detachable from the pressure vessel;
[0056 ] an encasement surrounding the pressure vessel,

wherein the encasement is configured to allow access to

network has twenty to forty servers per rack , with increas

can be used in any topology . A small amount of the com

puting power may be used to monitor the submerged data
center sensors , run any fans, pumps and so on , operate an

active leveling system , and so on , although this may be done

with separate machine logic .

[0071] As represented in FIG . 7 by the rounded arrows,

the exemplified datacenter has gas and /or dielectric fluid
circulated throughout, which may be via pumps, fans and / or
natural circulation. A heat transfer subsystem 710 , which

may use coils , radiators , fluid pumps, fans and so forth
transfers heat away from the datacenter /module to the sur
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rounding water and/or for use in power generation . Note that

5 . The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the one or more

a module 's or datacenter' s hull itself may be used as a heat

components include holes or crevices that provide protective

transfer mechanism .

structures for at least some marine life .

[ 0072 ] The order of execution or performance of the

6 . The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the one or more

operations in examples of the disclosure illustrated and

components include at least one of cables, rods, hoses, or

described herein is not essential, unless otherwise specified .

ramps that enable non - swimming marine life to climb or

That is , the operations may be performed in any order, unless
otherwise specified , and examples of the disclosure may

otherwise traverse the apparatus.

include additional or fewer operations than those disclosed

is removable , and wherein the one or more components

herein . For example, it is contemplated that executing or
performing a particular operation before , contemporane

ously with , or after another operation is within the scope of

aspects of the disclosure .
[0073] When introducing elements of aspects of the dis
closure or the examples thereof, the articles “ a,” “ an ,” “ the ,”
and " said ” are intended to mean that there are one or more
of the elements . The terms " comprising ,” “ including,” and
“ having” are intended to be inclusive and mean that there
may be additional elements other than the listed elements .
The term " exemplary ” is intended to mean " an example of.”
The phrase " one or more of the following : A , B , and C ”
means " at least one of A and / or at least one of B and /or at
least one of C .”

[0074 ] The examples illustrated and described herein as
well as examples not specifically described herein butwithin
the scope of aspects of the disclosure constitute exemplary
means for providing an artificial reef datacenter, exemplary

7. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the pressure vessel

coupled to the pressure vessel are detachable from the
pressure vessel.

8 . The apparatus of claim 1 , further comprising :

an encasement surrounding the pressure vessel, wherein
the encasement is configured to allow access to the

pressure vessel as an artificial reef, sustained by the one
or more components , is maintained .

9 . The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising:
one or more cooling components coupled to at least one

of the datacenter or the pressure vessel.

10 . The apparatus of claim 9 , wherein at least a portion of
the one or more cooling components impede colonization of
marine life on the said portion of the one or more cooling
components .

11 . The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising :
one or more acoustic energy minimization components.

ponents of the artificial reef datacenter to actively promote

12 . The apparatus of claim 11 , wherein the one or more
acoustic energy minimization components include anti- vi
bration mounts implemented in association with mechanical
components of the datacenter to isolate an impact of the

reef life , exemplary means for deploying an artificial reef

mechanical components from the external structure of the

means for treating surfaces of one or more structural com

datacenter into a body of water, and exemplary means for
accessing and /or removing a removable portion of the
artificial reef datacenter via an access port as a permanent
artificial reef structure is maintained .

[0075 ] Having described aspects of the disclosure in
detail, it will be apparent that modifications and variations
are possible without departing from the scope of aspects of
the disclosure as defined in the appended claims. As various
changes could be made in the above constructions, products ,
and methods without departing from the scope of aspects of

the disclosure , it is intended that all matter contained in the

above description and shown in the accompanying drawings

shall be interpreted as illustrative and not in a limiting sense .

What is claimed is:
1. An apparatus for promoting marine life , the apparatus
comprising :
a datacenter implemented in a body of water and coupled
to a network ;

a pressure vessel that houses the datacenter; and
one or more components coupled to the pressure vessel,
the one or more components adapted to actively pro -

mote reef life and sustain a surrounding ecosystem .
2 . The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the one or more
components are treated to actively promote adhesion of
microscopic life.
3 . The apparatus of claim 1 , wherein the one or more

components include vertical or other surfaces that seed
plankton and other marine life that benefits from nutrient
rich upwellings .
4 . The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the one or more
components include roughened surfaces that promote the

colonization of reef life .

apparatus.

13 . The apparatus of claim 11 , wherein the one or more

acoustic energy minimization components include at least

one of dynamic vibration absorbers, tuned mass dampeners ,
or acoustic foam .

14 . The apparatus of claim 1 , further comprising :
ured to monitor health of the surrounding ecosystem .
15 . An artificial reef comprising :
a datacenter;
a heat transfer subsystem including a first subset of heat
exchangers and a second subset of heat exchangers, the
one or more sensors coupled to the network and config

first subset of heat exchangers and the second subset of
heat exchangers operating in a closed loop ;

a pressure vessel housing the datacenter and the heat
transfer subsystem ; and
an encasement associated with the pressure vessel, the
encasement allowing access to the datacenter as the

artificial reef supported by the encasement is main
tained .

16 . The artificial reefof claim 15 ,wherein the encasement

is moveably operated to provide access to the datacenter via
an access point.

17. The artificial reef of claim 15 , wherein the encasement
further comprises:
one or more surfaces adapted to actively promote the
colonization of the artificial reef by reef life .

18 . A method for promoting reef life using a datacenter,
the method comprising :
applying a first surface treatment to a first structural
component of a datacenter, the first surface treatment
configured to actively promote adhesion by micro
scopic life to the first structural component ;
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applying a second surface treatment to a second structural
component of the datacenter, the second surface treat
ment configured to actively promote colonization of
reef life adjacent to the second structural component;
applying a third surface treatment to a cooling component

of the datacenter, the third surface treatment configured

to impede growth ofmicroscopic life or colonization by

reef life to the cooling component of the datacenter ;
and
deploying the datacenter in a body of water .

19 . The method of claim 18 , further comprising:

encasing a removable portion of the datacenter within a
permanent structure ; and
securing the permanent structure to a floor of the body of
water upon deploying the datacenter.

20 . The method of claim 19 , further comprising :
accessing the removable portion via an access port of the
permanent structure; and
removing the removable portion via the access port as the
permanent structure is maintained at the floor of the

body of water.
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